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1 The .............................. of his wallet
when he was on holiday caused him
a lot of trouble. LOSE

2 My sister is in the play, so we got free 
tickets to the .............................. . PERFORM

3 I had a number of questions because
the original instructions were
.............................. . CLEAR

4 Since the  .............................. of the
class got low marks, we will be
allowed to take the exam again. MAJOR

5 Linda is looking for a doctor with
a good .............................. of allergies. KNOW

6 Some parts of the Amazon still remain
.............................. even today. EXPLORE

7 Population .............................. is a
threat to global food security. GROW

8 The .............................. of the fishing
village were very poor. INHABIT

9 Trevor is .............................. for the
position because he has no experience. SUIT

10 Some people feel .............................. 
about travelling by aeroplane. NERVE

11 ............................ is a bigger problem
in the countryside than it is in the city. EMPLOY

12 A good night’s sleep is an 
.............................. remedy for
exhaustion. EFFECT

13 Though Mike had had every 
.............................. of going to the
party, he caught the flu. INTEND

14 Parents sometimes disagree about
how much .............................. to give
their children. FREE

15 That fridge won’t fit in our car; we
will have to pay for
.............................. . DELIVER

16 Due to the .............................. of
storm clouds, we stopped climbing the
mountain. APPEAR

17 Would you wear .............................. 
shoes simply in order to be stylish? COMFORT

18 Bob has a .............................. to gain
weight so he is careful about what
he eats. TEND

19 Beth is not a bad public speaker, but
Amelia is even .............................. . GOOD

20 You can usually test drive a car without
being under any .............................. 
to buy it. OBLIGE

21 There was some ..............................
about the day of the meeting;
few people showed up. CONFUSE

22 A ladder is a .............................. thing
to have around the house. USE

23 Your violin playing has improved 
..............................; you must have
been practising! ENORMOUS

24 She is an enthusiastic reader who
enjoys a .............................. of different
novels. VARY

25 I had to .............................. the topic of
my essay because I could find no
information. BROAD

26 Sarah won’t go skydiving with
you; she’s not that
.............................. . ADVENTURE

27 I believe the natural environment
is our most ..............................
resource. VALUE

28 Lena has poor ..............................
when it comes to recognising
people’s true character. JUDGE

29 Don’t hesitate to contact me if you
require any further
.............................. . INFORM

30 I like all kinds of music, but I 
.............................. like hip hop. SPECIAL

31 There is no easy ..............................
to the problem of noisy neighbours. SOLVE

32 Amy would have quit karate if it
wasn’t for her brother’s
.............................. .        ENCOURAGE

33 The researcher made careful
.............................. of the group
of chimpanzees. OBSERVE

34 Their angry reaction to his polite
request was completely
.............................. . EXPECT

Complete the sentences with the word derived from the words in bold.
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35 The beach was covered in
.............................. round, perfectly
smooth, black stones. COUNT

36 It is .............................. not to travel
on the roads during severe weather. ADVICE

37 The .............................. of new animal
species still happens regularly. DISCOVER

38 .............................. have a
reputation for being in a mood most
of the time. TEENS

39 Josh is .............................. about
football; it’s all he ever talks
about! ENTHUSIASM

40 It is important to take 
.............................. from doing a
job well. SATISFY

41 Julie seems to have a natural
.............................. to draw well. ABLE

42 She felt .............................. when she
moved away and left her friends
behind. LONE

43 Working as a .............................. can
be dangerous in some countries. JOURNAL

44 Iceland may have been an unusual
holiday .............................., but we
had a great time! CHOOSE

45 We came to an ..............................
quickly, so the meeting was not
too long. AGREE

46 Smoking is .............................. to
people’s health. HARM

47 Monday is a quiet day at the shop;
there are few .............................. . CUSTOM

48 Don’t rush to make your
..............................; take some time
to think about it. DECIDE

49 During the strike, the rubbish in the
streets was .............................. and
smelly. DISGUST

50 .............................., they arrived just
after their bus had left the station. LUCK

51 Tim is proud of his running speed; he
keeps making ..............................
to the medal he won. REFER

52 How do you get a ..............................
to work as a plumber? QUALIFY

53 If you had told me the
.............................. right away, I
wouldn’t have been angry. TRUE

54 They became .............................. 
suddenly when they won the lottery. WEALTH

55 We can’t travel that .............................. 
tonight; let’s try to find a hotel. DISTANT

56 If they put those shoes on
.............................., then I will
buy them. SELL

57 Mark has never learned to cook; he is
completely .............................. in the
kitchen. HELP

58 Most people don’t believe in the
.............................. of aliens. EXIST

59 Ann clearly put a great deal of 
.............................. into the design of
her new cafe. THINK

60 It is dangerous to express
.............................. and aggression
when you drive. ANGRY

61 The .............................. of
supermarket chains is putting small
shops out of business. EXPAND

62 Maria will only eat ..............................
produced meat. ORGANIC

63 The theatre was in a beautiful
.............................. building. HISTORY

64 Lately .............................. is increasing
about the benefits of recycling. AWARE

65 Tara says she was .............................. 
punished because she did not cheat
on the test. FAIR

66 The pop singer’s strange clothing
gained her a lot of .............................. . PUBLIC 

67 I’m not generally fond of Maths,
but I find statistics
................................  . FASCINATE

68 In ................................  regions, it
is typically hot and humid. EQUATOR

69 At the ................................  of
summer, it can be extremely hot. HIGH

70 An increasing number of plants
and animals are becoming
................................ . DANGER
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71 While we were in the Highlands
we took many photographs of 
the ............................ . SCENE

72 The ............................ of the sun
rapidly melted the ice. WARM

73 Can’t you take the bus? It’s very
............................ for me to 
pick you up. CONVENIENT

74 James is ............................; if he
says he will do something, he
does it. RELY

75 Using weight machiens at a gym
is an easy way to increase your
............................ . STRONG

76 The ............................ are 
conducting experiments in 
their laboratory. SCIENCE

77 Anna only suffered a ................... 
ankle in the terrible car crash. BREAK

78 The travel documentary inspired
Tina’s ....................... about the
world arond her. CURIOUS

79 The ....................... of computer
games is increasing. POPULAR

80 It was Elizabeth’s ....................... 
dream to visit Italy. CHILD

81 They live in a lovely ......................
village by the sea. COAST

82 This game becomes ..................
difficult as you progress 
through the levels. INCREASE

83 Regular ............................ is 
required for this course. ATTEND

84 Watching English films without 
the ............................ can help 
you learn the language. TITLE

85 The success of the picnic is totally
............................ on the 
weather. DEPEND

86 The Northern Lights are a 
beautiful ....................... . SEE

87 Colin is going to run the 
marathon ............................ of
the fact that he is recovering
from a broken leg. REGARD

88 It is ............................  to smoke 
in restaurants in the UK. LEGAL

89 Vicky travels to Switzerland 
............................ to ski. ANNUAL

90 My parents won’t give me 
............................ to go to the
festival. PERMIT

91 She has gained a ....................... 
amount of weight; I hardly 
recognised her. SIGNIFY

92 When Rob was given the 
........................ role in the play 
he was thrilled. LEAD

93 Every ............................  should 
receive an information pack 
the week before the race. CONTEST

94 He grew up in a small town, 
with only the television for 
............................ . ENTERTAIN

95 Louise is the ............................ 
spokesperson for the charity. OFFICE

96 The electric car is a very useful
........................... because it is
better for the environment
than a normal car. INVENT

97 Daniel doesn’t have many 
............................ – he can fit
everything he owns into three
suitcases. POSSESS

98 Alison served a ......................... 
baked vegetable dish yesterday. DELIGHT

99 I buy the ............................ 
newspaper on my way to work
each morning. DAY

100 The tickets to Rome were an
........................ gift and Julia was 
very surprised to receive them. EXPECT

101 I asked many questions to 
............................ that I had 
understood correctly. SURE

102 I felt really ............................
when my best friend got a
smartphone for her birthday. ENVY

103 The hurricane caused considerable
................. in the seaside town. DESTROY

104 Skiing ............................ are 
particularly common in winter. INJURE

105 They were lucky to escape injury 
in the ...................... earthquake. DEVASTATE
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1 Even though he was new to the job, the young
police officer ...... the situation very well.
A dealt C directed
B coped D managed

2 As ...... as you’re staying in this town, you’re
always welcome to stop by for dinner.
A far C soon
B long D well

3 I’m going to give you some ..... and I think you
should follow it.
A notice C advice
B suggestion D opinion

4 Andy has ...... hopes of passing the exam with
an A grade.
A tall C wide
B high D big

5 You may not like the taste of fruit and
vegetables, but it is important to eat them, ...... .
A otherwise C however
B meanwhile D nonetheless

6 At the History Museum, actors were dressed up
as famous people from the ......, such as Sir
Francis Drake and Charles Darwin.
A period C history
B background D past

7 I’m ...... that we can win this match because
our team has trained so hard.
A confident C safe
B definite D secure

8 We should ...... the glasses in newspaper to
prevent them from getting broken on the
journey.
A bind C wrap
B tie D fasten

9 Emma wasn’t joking – she is ...... afraid of
going on rides at the funfair.
A essentially C positively
B genuinely D fairly

10 It’s a very special ......, so I think the children
can stay up late tonight.
A occasion C opportunity
B period D time

11 Robin is ...... to start his computer course in
September. He’s really looking forward to it.
A fond C enthusiastic
B pleased D eager

12 The north of England has been ...... some
strange weather events lately.
A creating C making
B experiencing D bearing

13 Most of these artists were ...... beginners at the
start of the course but, a year later, they have
produced some amazing work.
A whole C complete
B overall D full

14 The ...... rain has caused flooding all over the
country.
A mean C heavy
B severe D hard

15 The Prime Minster and his party have been ......
the country successfully for twelve years.
A governing C touring
B visiting D invading

16 There’s no point avoiding the issue. We just
have to ...... this problem and decide what to
do about it.
A assemble C meet
B face D deal

17 The taxi driver ...... out the best restaurants
and cafes as we drove through the town.
A pointed C showed
B picked D spoke

18 You need to ...... your computer to the
company network in order to access the files.
A join C fix
B mix D connect

19 These coupons are only ...... until 31st October,
so make sure you use them before then.
A due C valid
B valued D worthy

20 My uncle is a farmer and he keeps pigs,
chickens and a ...... of cows.
A herd C flock
B school D swarm

Choose the correct item.
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21 After I heard the news I was so shocked that I
couldn’t think of a ...... thing to say.
A particular C only
B single D unique

22 It took him a long time, but Brian finally ...... to
learn all his lines for the school play.
A resulted C managed
B achieved D succeeded

23 I haven’t got any cash with me. Would you
mind ...... the bill and I’ll give you the money
later?
A charging C lending
B paying D borrowing

24 I couldn’t see the stage properly because the
man in front of me kept getting in the ...... .
A position C location
B way D direction

25 The Internet already ...... a big part in our lives
and I believe its influence will grow still further.
A includes C plays
B involves D comprises

26 There is a special bus which takes ...... on a tour
of the city.
A sightseers C onlookers
B spectators D observers

27 I know Emily upset you, but you need to get
...... it because you have to work together on
the campaign.
A on C in
B out D over

28 Could you ...... it to me again? I really don’t
understand what to do.
A say C explain
B tell D remark

29 The snowstorms have ...... lots of problems in
the town because lorries delivering food can’t
get through.
A brought C affected
B caused D made

30 Coverage of the debate was ...... on five of the
twelve television channels.
A delivered C transmitted
B broadcast D conveyed

31 Jodie was upset because the coach ...... her
performance during the match.
A disapproved C rejected 
B blamed D criticised

32 We should give the waiter a good ...... because
the service has been superb.
A tip C change
B bribe D reward

33 You need to put some ...... into your project if
you want to get a good grade.
A attempt C labour
B effort D task

34 Daniel has recovered from his illness, but he is
still very ...... and needs lots of rest.
A pathetic C weak
B sad D angry

35 If you have any ...... about the facilities, please
speak to a member of staff.
A concerns C troubles
B cares D worries

36 The main evidence will be ...... at the trial
tomorrow morning.
A offered C filed
B submitted D presented

37 The company wants to ...... their profits by
30% in the next five years.
A widen C increase
B enlarge D broaden

38 Medicines such as antibiotics are ...... against
flu, because they cannot cure it or reduce the
symptoms.
A ineffective C incompetent
B inefficient D inadequate

39 There’s no need to take towels to the hotel –
they are ...... for free.
A sent C delivered
B serviced D provided

40 Police are searching for several prisoners who
...... from the prison last night.
A passed C missed 
B escaped D broke

41 Athletes are usually at their physical ...... during
their 20s and 30s.
A peak C top
B summit D tip
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42 It’s difficult to understand what Frank says
sometimes, because he doesn’t speak clearly
and tends to ...... when he talks.
A sigh C mumble
B whisper D whistle

43 Coming to you live from the courthouse, with
the ...... news on the trial, is our reporter,
Helena Jefferies.
A latest C last
B pending D imminent

44 Don’t ...... about Anna – she’s been climbing
lots of times and she’ll be fine.
A annoy C worry
B disturb D bother

45 The man was ...... with theft and possessing a
dangerous weapon.
A blamed C sentenced
B accused D charged

46 The cast all gave wonderful ...... in the play last
night.
A impressions C displays
B performances D exhibitions

47 The television adverts raise ...... of the health
risks from smoking.
A comprehension C knowledge
B awareness D information

48 The driver ...... minor cuts and bruises, but was
otherwise unharmed.
A damaged C suffered
B injured D hurt

49 Cathy was ...... to do well in the test and so she
studied all week.
A aimed C determined
B intended D directed

50 When you meet your interviewer, greet them
politely and give them a ...... handshake.
A great C firm
B strong D tough

51 The taste of the soup may ...... depending on
the quality of the ingredients you use.
A vary C transform
B alter D adjust

52 While we were on holiday, one of the water
pipes ...... and ruined our carpets.
A spilt C dropped
B leaked D poured

53 In ......, employees at the factory work 40 hours
per week.
A general C common
B ordinary D average

54 Three new stores have opened in the capital
due to increasing public ...... for affordable,
quality clothing.
A appeal C request
B demand D order

55 We are looking for young actors to ...... with
our advertising campaign.
A aid C allow
B support D assist

56 Scientists ...... that there will be a large
earthquake within the next few days.
A suppose C anticipate
B presume D predict

57 The company wants to ...... new trainee shop
assistants.
A register C recruit
B sign D enlist

58 Police are ...... a blonde woman aged between
20 and 35, who is wanted in connection with
the robbery.
A looking into C looking after
B looking for D looking out

59 Snow is expected in mountainous ...... of the
country tonight.
A regions C divisions
B territories D terrains

60 The bus was ...... from reaching the school by
the deep flood water.
A interrupted C delayed
B suspended D prevented

61 Linda’s parents give her a(n) ...... of í20 a month.
A donation C allowance
B salary D wage
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62 The race ...... at 8:00 this morning and the
leaders are expected to cross the finishing line
in the early afternoon.
A orginated C opened
B initiated D commenced

63 I have to finish the washing up and all my other
...... before I can go out with my friends.
A chores C works
B functions D duties

64 The ship leaves port at a ...... time of 5:00, so
make sure you’re on board because we won’t
wait!
A solid C firm
B fixed D steady

65 The war has affected every ...... of the
children’s lives.
A point C concern
B feature D aspect

66 The committee ...... of twelve students from
eight different countries.
A consists C involves
B contains D entails

67 My parents won’t ...... me to get a dog because
our apartment is too small.
A let C accept
B allow D consent

68 It was a(n) ...... journey from London to
Edinburgh by car.
A extensive C large
B wide D lengthy

69 The restaurant is offering a free dessert with
any main course in an attempt to ...... new
customers.
A appeal C attract
B please D invite

70 No one knew what the ...... of the board
meeting would be.
A development C arrangement
B outcome D product

71 The kidnapper ...... a ransom of í1 million in
exchange for the hostages.
A encouraged C demanded
B insisted D commanded

72 Martin’s job as a firefighter ...... a lot of risk,
but he enjoys it.
A involves C includes
B contains D consists

73 In front of his home crowd, the runner has ......
the world record for the 800 metres.
A cut C ripped
B broken D torn

74 We’re trying to ...... money for a new children’s
ward at the hospital by doing a sponsored run.
A give C spend
B donate D raise

75 Hostels are cheap places to stay. They usually
...... about í10 a night.
A pay C charge
B borrow D rent

76 The best way to ...... of your old mobile phone
is to take it back to the shop so that it can be
recycled.
A dispose C eliminate
B discard D reject

77 The teacher ...... our attention to the fact that
our exams were only three weeks away.
A drew C gave
B fixed D kept

78 It is important to make a good impression, so
be ...... and arrive on time for your interview.
A distinct C exact
B precise D punctual

79 The ...... of the election have not been released
yet.
A outcomes C impacts
B consequences D results

80 Miriam was in a bad ...... all afternoon because
her computer had crashed and she had lost her
work.
A state C manner
B mood D form

81 The scientists need to ...... further research
before they publish the results of their study.
A demonstrate C conduct
B accomplish D execute
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1 Mobile phones were not widely available 
....................................... the late 20th century.

2 I think Great Britain will win ............................
least 30 gold medals in the next Olympic Games.

3 Could you stop at the supermarket on your 
........................................ home from work and
buy some milk?

4 John practises the violin every day ...................
for Saturdays.

5 Emma insisted on cooking us dinner, even 
......................................... she had a headache.

6 We got home well ............................................
it started to rain, so we didn’t get wet.

7 My uncle is the head chef at ............................
very famous restaurant in the centre of Rome.

8 The actress Audrey Hepburn is best known for 
...................................... role as Holly Golightly
in Breakfast at Tiffany’s.

9 .......................................... from Tom, who had
sprained his ankle, the whole class went on the
ski trip.

10 Last week, ......................................... shopping
in London, I saw a famous singer.

11 How is ................................. that you know so
much about soap operas when you claim not to
watch them?

12 Jessica managed to put the coffee table
together ............................................ any help.

13 ........................................... the time he turned
thirty, Robin had already made his first million.

14 Paul found it hard to explain just .....................
happy he felt the first time he held his baby
daughter.

15 We ........................................... a lot of time at
the swimming pool last summer.

16 The school play was .........................................
great success and received good reviews in the
local newspaper.

17 The film we saw at the cinema was so dull we
might just ......................................... well have
stayed at home.

18 There is no ......................................... why you
can’t get a part-time job and earn some money.

19 We watched the plane until it was out of 
............... and then we headed back to the car.

20 If you work in the circus, you have to be
prepared to travel ..................... place to place.

21 Her first book ..................... published in 1984.
22 Lauren .................................... to persuade her 

parents to let her go to the party.
23 Pupils, teachers and parents .............................

had their part to play in the school concert.
24 When flying in formation, the aircraft have to

keep a safe distance from one ........................ .
25 Sam applied to university ............................. as

to increase his chances of getting a well-paid job.
26 Everything feels strange when you first move

to a foreign country, but you soon get ............
to a different way of life.

27 Many people worry about going to the dentist,
but really there is ................................. to fear.

28 Jason is excellent ................................ painting
and is thinking of doing it professionally.

29 I can’t tell the difference ............................ the 
two sauces – are you sure they’re not the same?

30 This is the school in ..........................................
the famous author taught English literature.

31 After such a busy day, the children fell soundly
.................................. in the back of the car.

32 Make sure you take a ............................ things
to keep you entertained on the journey – it’s a
nine hour flight, you know.

33 .................................... morning, on my way to 
college, I saw a rainbow in the sky.

34 Despite the bad reviews, the film proved to
....................................... really enjoyable. 

35 I’m afraid her essay was neither interesting
....................................... well-written.

36 The new smart phone will go ...........................
sale next week.

37 It’s been ten years ............................... we had
any snow in this part of the country.

38 J.R.R. Tolkien is regarded ..................................
one of the most important fantasy fiction
writers of all time.

39 I’ve called Louise at ................ five times today
and her phone has been engaged every time!

Fill in the gaps with an appropriate word.
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40 You can borrow the car as ................................
as you fill it up with petrol.

41 Your lies have caused us all a ...........................
deal of trouble.

42 Chris is very fit and healthy, but even he got 
.................... of breath climbing that steep hill.

43 My sister and I look alike but, in terms of our
personalities, we couldn’t be more different
from ................................................... another.

44 I understand you were late for your English
lesson yesterday. Promise me you won’t
....................................... it happen again.

45 You can be sure of a warm welcome in the village,
........................... matter what time you arrive.

46 Ten years ......................................., Phil moved
to Iceland and he’s still living there.

47 As ....................................... as musical theatre
is concerned, New York is really the best place
to visit.

48 Although the film begins in Switzerland, most
of the action ......................... place in America.

49 It’s interesting to see that, ...............................
most people know junk food is bad for their
health, they continue to eat it.

50 It’s far .................................. late to go out for
dinner now.

51 The collapse of the company was partly ..........
to the bad decisions made by the management.

52 Some animals live in groups .............................
others, such as bears, prefer a solitary life.

53 Each lesson ......................................... for over
two hours, so the course is well worth the
money.

54 Oliver enjoys music by modern rock groups, 
..................................... as the Arctic Monkeys,
Feeder and Snow Patrol.

55 Cathy completed the project without any help
from her colleagues or anyone .........................
for that matter.

56 It’s ............................... to you to decide which
college you want to go to.

57 The reporter asked the singer ..........................
he wrote his own songs.

58 He’s been suffering from back pain ..................
since he fell off his horse last winter.

59 Schools across ........................... whole country
were closed yesterday because of the heavy snow. 

60 Jane is a lot ................................. independent
now that she has moved into her own flat.

61 There were hardly ............................................
butterflies last summer because the weather
was so cold.

62 Dominic had to borrow money in order to 
......................... his software company started.

63 Could you help me take the recycling out
............................ the bins?

64 Lucy said that she ................................. not be
home in time for dinner because her train
didn’t arrive until 10 pm.

65 We want to give as many children as ...............
the chance to learn a musical instrument.

66 Ron lived in Iran for five years. During 
................ time he learnt to speak fluent Farsi.

67 Written languages have been ..........................
existence for thousands of years.

68 The criminal’s car was travelling at ..................
a speed that the police couldn’t catch it.

69 Chilli powder can be blended together 
.................................... hot chocolate to create
a delicious drink.

70 If I had known ................................ much Beth
liked Adele, I would have given her my ticket
for the concert.

71 Helen got food poisoning on the first night of
our holiday and she felt ill for the ....................
of the trip.

72 You should never attempt to run a marathon 
.............................. doing a lot of training first.

73 I want to make use ..........................................
the college library before it closes for the summer
holidays.

74 I prefer walking ....................... taking the bus.
75 The Asian elephant is smaller ...........................

size than the African elephant.
76 The clothes in this shop are specially designed

................................... tall people.
77 The kittens look so alike that it is very difficult

to tell them ................................... .
78 We don’t have enough food because more people

.................... expected have come to the party.
79 You won’t be able to sleep tonight if you drink

too .............................. coffee.
80 Owning a car allows Penny ..............................

go wherever she likes.

Sentence Completion
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Key Word Transformations

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. Use the word
given and other words to complete the sentence. Use up to five words.

1 This neighbourhood is more dangerous than any
other in the city.
FAR This neighbourhood is ...................

.................... dangerous in the city.
2 Joel had never tried cliff diving before.

FIRST It ....................................................
..................... Joel tried cliff diving.

3 It was difficult for him to breathe in the cave.
DIFFICULTY He ..................................................

.................................... in the cave. 
4 I’m sure he was lying to you.

HAVE He ..................................................
.................................. lying to you.

5 John is interested in visiting the Egyptian pyramids.
LIKE John ..............................................

.................. the Egyptian pyramids.
6 Mike didn’t go on the museum trip because he

was sick.
BEEN If Mike ...........................................

.............. sick, he would have gone
on the museum trip.

7 It is possible that robot cars will be on the roads
in the next five years.
LIKELY Robot cars .....................................

on the roads in the next five years.
8 The play will have already started so it’s not worth

going to the theatre now.
POINT The play will have already started

so ..................................................
............. going to the theatre now.

9 “I’m sorry I lost your book,” she said.
APOLOGISED She ................................................

....................................... my book.
10 We arranged for a taxi to deliver our baggage to

the hotel.
HAD We .................................................

........................ a taxi to the hotel.
11 We wanted to get good seats so we arrived at

the theatre early.
THAT We arrived at the theatre early .....

.............................. get good seats.
12 He doesn’t realise the risks involved in skydiving. 

UNAWARE He ..................................................
.......................... the risks involved

in skydiving.

13 He didn’t intend to break the window.
NO He had ...........................................

.................................. the window. 
14 A famous architect is designing the new museum.

DESIGNED The new museum ..........................
........................ a famous architect.

15 I think the new restaurant in town is fine.
WRONG There .............................................

........................ the new restaurant
in town.

16 The band are selling their new CD at the festival. 
SALE The band’s new CD ........................

............................... at the festival. 
17 Jessie has a lot of work experience, but she can’t

find a job.
HAVING In ...................................................

................................. a lot of work
experience, Jessie can’t find a job.

18 You really should learn some computer skills.
HIGH It’s .................................................

.................... some computer skills.
19 Tom advised Mary to see a doctor.

WOULD “If I ................................................
........ see a doctor,” Tom told Mary.

20 Could you look after my cat while I’m away?
CARE Would you mind ............................

................. my cat while I’m away? 
21 Historians are in complete agreement about the

date of the ruins.
COMPLETELY Historians ......................................

other about the date of the ruins.
22 Phil will definitely help out at the demonstration.

RELY You can .........................................
............. out at the demonstration.

23 You should have booked your tickets online.
BETTER It .......................................................

you had booked your tickets on line.
24 You should never go swimming alone because it’s

dangerous.
ACCOUNT On .................................................

............................. should never go 
swimming alone.

25 As soon as I met Carl I immediately liked him.
TOOK I .....................................................

.......................................... to Carl.
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26 You won’t get the job if you don’t have a good
interview.
WILL Only by ..........................................

............................. you get the job.
27 Windsurfing isn’t as dangerous as skydiving.

LESS Windsurfing ...................................
...................................... skydiving. 

28 It was impossible for the ferry to leave the port
because of the high winds.
PREVENTED The high winds ..............................

........................................ the port.
29 It’s not necessary to hand in the report, just send

it by email. 
NEED You ................................................

.................................. in the report
just send it by email. 

30 It’s Kevin’s responsibility to prepare the equipment
before each dive.
RESPONSIBLE Kevin .............................................

............................... the equipment
before each dive.

31 People say it is the largest museum in the country.
SUPPOSED It ....................................................

....................... the largest museum
in the country.

32 Most athletes are used to training every day.
HABIT Most athletes are ..........................

................................ training every
day.

33 Joan asked how much the tickets were.
COST Joan wanted to .............................

.................................... the tickets.
34 Carol was the only one who didn’t like the food.

APART Everyone ........................................
............................................. Carol.

35 You’ll have no difficulty locating the ancient ruins.
EASY You will find ..................................

.......................... the ancient ruins.
36 They spent months designing the arts centre. 

TOOK It ....................................................
.............................. the arts centre.

37 I prefer going sailing to surfing on the beach.
RATHER I would ..........................................

...................................... surfing on
the beach.

38 Professional singers are not allowed to enter the
talent contest.
SING People ...........................................

............................. are not allowed
to enter the talent contest. 

39 I can’t decide which city tour to take.
MIND I can’t ............................................

................. which city tour to take.
40 It’s possible the ancient city was destroyed by an

earthquake.
HAVE The ancient city .............................

......................... by an earthquake.  
41 “Stop talking immediately,” she told us.

ORDERED She ................................................
...................... talking immediately. 

42 She hired a professional to redecorate her house.
HAD She ................................................

............................... a professional.
43 It is a good idea to book tickets for the IMAX

theatre in advance.
BETTER You ................................................

...................................... tickets for
the IMAX theatre in advance.

44 There is no chance of getting to the airport on
time.
POSSIBLE It won’t .........................................

.................. to the airport on time.
45 Jill regretted telling the secret.

WISHED Jill ..................................................
..................................... the secret.

46 They say that the ship hit an iceberg.
SAID The ship .........................................

..................................... an iceberg.
47 Bring a coat because it might be cold in the evening.

CASE Bring a coat ...................................
....................... cold in the evening.

48 They were unable to repair the boat and called for
help.
SUCCEED They ..............................................

......... the boat and called for help.
49 We have to reduce our spending so we can go on

holiday.
DOWN We have .................................. our

spending so we can go on holiday.
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Phrasal Verbs Revision

1 Choose the correct word.

1 Johnny’s career really took up/off after he starred
in that blockbuster film.

2 After all her nagging, Gemma’s dad finally gave
up/in and bought her a puppy.

3 Volunteers have been handing in/out flyers to
promote the charity fundraiser.

4 I’m not sure that this new trend will catch on/
up; it’s quite unusual!

5 Lily is a good dancer and likes to show off/up
on the dance floor!

6 When I spoke to Jason last week, the topic of
his grandfather never came out/up.

7 The shop assistant asked me to hold on/off for
a moment while she checked the stock.

8 In order to apply for a driver’s license, please
fill up/in this form.

9 After arguing with his sister for an hour, Paul
eventually backed down/out and admitted that
he was wrong.

2 Fill in the correct participle.

1 At first, Timmy found it hard to fit ..................
with his new classmates at school.

2 Did you ever find ..................................... what
happened to those stray dogs we saw in the
park last week?

3 Many new restaurants have sprung .................
all over the city.

4 The festival was called .......................... due to
heavy snow.

5 I don’t think Craig will ever live .......................
that embarrassing moment.

6 Stop putting ........................... your homework
and do it before it’s too late!

7 Gregory found the course too difficult, so he
decided to drop ................................ .

8 Matthew was late for work because his car
broke ............................. while he was driving.

9 Sally is such a friendly girl; she gets .................
well with everyone in her class.

3 Choose the correct word.

1 The examiner looked on/up as we completed our
test papers.

2 When you have a hot shower, the windows
steam in/up in the bathroom.

3 You would lose weight if you cut out/down on
the amount of junk food you eat.

4 After an exhausting day, Marion sat on the sofa
and immediately dropped off/out.

5 When my daughter grows out of her baby
clothes, we will pass them on/out to my niece.

6 We have to hand in/down our history essays
tomorrow.

7 Jane and Mary have fallen off/out with each
other and are no longer friends.

8 Andrew and Catherine broke down/up after
being in a relationship for three years.

9 Despite the noise, the lecturer carried on/out
speaking.

4 Fill in the correct participle. 

1 Nigel was brought .................................. by his
grandparents in Jersey.

2 My English teacher helped me by pointing .........
the mistakes I’d made in my essay.

3 While I was patiently waiting in line, a man
pushed ............................ right in front of me!

4 Kylie was invited to the party, but she turned
........................... my invitation.

5 Don’t listen to anything Mark says; he’s always
making things ............................. .

6 Crystal complained that she felt dizzy seconds
before she passed ............................. .

7 Unless Steven finds a new job, he won’t be
able to pay .................... his debts to the bank.

8 If business doesn’t improve, then we shall be
forced to close ............................. the shop.

9 The burglars broke ................................. to my
house while I was away on holiday.
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1 I have to come up to Edinburgh next Tuesday. I
was hoping you could put me .................. the
night in your spare bedroom.

2 I know you didn’t do anything wrong and I’ll
back you .................. if they don’t believe you.

3 The police are .................. whoever broke into
the sports centre last weekend.

4 Hayley is .................. animal testing and thinks
it should be made illegal.

5 Kyle is .................. to something – he’s been
acting suspiciously all day.

6 We’ve run .................. eggs so I can’t bake the
cake today.

7 The fire broke .................. in the kitchen and
quickly spread to the living room.

8 We have to show our tickets before they let us
.................. to the theatre.

9 There are special bins where you can dispose
.................. chemical batteries.

10 Charlie wants to buy a new phone, but he’s
waiting for them to bring .................. the next
model.

11 After Lydia fainted, it took us several minutes
to bring her .................. .

12 At first the mayor was opposed to our idea, but
we managed to bring him .................. in the end.

13 I’ll be in London tomorrow, so I’ll call
.................. you and we can have lunch.

14 The students are carrying .................. a survey
of people’s shopping habits.

15 After a slow start, it was impossible for the
driver to catch up .................. the race leader.

16 The hikers came .................. the ruins of an
ancient city in the mountains.

17 Ellen came .................. a fortune when her
grandmother passed away.

18 Something came .................. at the last minute
and they had to cancel their holiday.

19 The team came up .................. a serious
problem and had to abandon the project.

20 Mike always comes .................. such brilliant ideas.
21 The thief made .................. with the woman’s

expensive jewellery.

22 They have to cut .................. the water supply
while they fix the pipe, so the office is closed
this morning.

23 The school wants to do .................. exercise
books and give all the children laptop computers.

24 If you don’t study, you will fall .................. your
lessons.

25 Ben is always telling lies and Alex falls ..................
them every time.

26 Grandpa says he fell .................. my grandmother
the first time he saw her.

27 I fell .................. Joshua when I realised he’d
been lying to me.

28 I get .................. really well with my brothers,
but my sister and I are always arguing.

29 Tom is taking .................. when my shift
finishes at midnight.

30 It was a terrible experience and it took him a
long time to get .................. it.

31 It’s a surprise party, so be careful not to give
.................. any details to Julia.

32 Nathan asked his parents for a scooter so many
times that eventually they gave .................. and
bought him one.

33 My great-grandfather finds it harder to
remember things as time goes .................. .

34 We’ll go .................. the theory again to make
sure that everyone understands it.

35 Don’t eat all the food now – keep some
.................. in case we get hungry later.

36 Please keep the noise .................. – the baby is
sleeping.

37 After twisting his ankle, Evan couldn’t keep
.................. the other runners.

38 Due to falling profits, the company had to lay
.................. 5,000 workers.

39 The zoo didn’t live .................. my expectations
– half of the enclosures were empty.

40 Will you help me? I can’t work .................. the
answer to this question.

41 The manager himself is going to look ..................
the matter for us.

42 If you need more information, look it ..................
on the Internet.

Fill in the correct particle.
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A

abide by (v)
absent from (adj)
abstain from (v)
accompanied by (adj)
according to (prep)
account for (v)
accuse sb of (v)
accustomed to (adj)
acquainted with (adj)
addicted to (adj)
adequate for (adj)
adjacent to (adj)
advantage of (n) (BUT there’s an

advantage in – (have) an
advantage over sb)

advice on/against (n)
afraid of (adj)
agree to/on sth (v)
agree with sb (v)
ahead of (prep)
aim at (v)
allergic to (adj)
amazed at/by (adj)
amount to (v)
amused at/with (adj)
angry at what sb does (adj)
angry with sb about sth (adj)
angry with sb for doing sth (adj)
annoyed with sb about sth (adj)
(in) answer to (n)

anxious about sth (adj)
(be) anxious for sth to happen

(adj)
apologise to sb for sth (v)
appeal to/against (v)
(make an) appeal to sb for sth (n)
apply in writing (v)
apply to sb for sth (v)
approve of (v)
argue with sb about sth (v)
arrange for sb to do sth (v)
arrest sb for sth (v)
arrive at (a small place) (v)
arrive in (a town) (v)
ashamed of (adj)

ask about/for (v) (BUT ask sb a
question)

assure (sb) of (v)
astonished at/by (adj)
attached to (adj)
attack on (n)
attack sb for sth (v)
attend to (v)
available to (adj)
(un)aware of (adj)

B

bad at (adj) (BUT He was very
bad to me.)

ban sb from sth (v)
base on (v)
basis for (n)
beg for (v)

begin by/with (v)
believe in (v)
belong to (v)
benefit from (v)
bet on (v)
beware of (v)

(put the) blame on sb (n)
blame sb for sth (v)
blame sth on sb (v)
boast about/of (v)
bored with/of (adj)
borrow sth from sb (v)

brilliant at (adj)
bump into (v)
busy with (adj)

C

call at/on (phr v)
campaign against/for (v)
capable of (adj)
care about (v)
care for sb (v) (= like)
care for sth (v) (= like to do sth) 
(take) care of (n)
careful about/of/with (adj)
careless about/with (adj)
cause of (n)
certain of (adj)
change into (v)
characteristic of (n/adj)
charge for (v)
charge sb with (v)
check for (v)
choice between/of (n)
clever at (adj) (BUT It was very

clever of you to buy it.)

cling to sb/sth (v)
close to (adj)
coax sb into (v)
coincide with (v)
collaborate with (v)
collide with (v)
comment on (v)
communicate with (v)
compare to (v) (show the likeness

between sb/sth and sb/sth
else)

compare with (v) (how people
and things are alike and how
they are different)

comparison between (n)
compete against/for/with (v)
complain of (v) (= suffer from)
complain to sb about sth (v) (= be

annoyed at)

compliment sb on (v)
comply with (v)
conceal sth from sb (v)
concentrate on (v)
(have) confidence in sb (n)
confident in (adj)
confine to (v)
confused about/by (adj)
confusion over (n)
congratulate sb on sth (v)
connection between (n) (BUT in

connection with)
connect to/with (v)
conscious of (adj)
consider sb for sth (v) 
consist of (v)
contact between (n) (BUT in

contact with)
content with (adj)

contrary to (adj)
contrast with (v)
contribute to (v)
convert to/into (v)
cope with (v)
correspond to/with (v)
count against/towards (v)
count on sb (phr v)
covered in/with (adj)
cover in/with (v)
crash into/through (v)
(have) a craving for sth (n)
crazy about (adj)
crowded with (adj)
cruel to (adj)
cruelty towards/to (n)
cure for (n)
curious about (adj)

D

damage to (n)
date back to (v)
date from (v)
deal with (v)
dear to (adj)
decide on/against (v)
decrease in (n)
dedicate to (v)
deficient in (adj)
definition of (n)
delay in (n)
delighted with (adj)
delight in (v)
demand for (n)

demand from (v)
depart from (v)
departure from (n)
dependent on (adj)
depend on/upon (v)
deputise for (v)
descended from (adj)
describe as (v)
describe sb/sth to sb else (v)
description of (n)
die from/of (v)
die in an accident (v)
(have) difference between/of/in

(n)

differ from (v)
different from (adj)
difficulty in/with (n)
disadvantage of (n) (BUT there’s 

a disadvantage in doing sth)
disagree with (v)
disappointed with/about/by (adj)
disapprove of (v)
discharge sb from (v)
discouraged from (adj)
discussion about/on (n)
disgusted by/at (adj)
dismiss from (v)
dispose of (v)

disqualified from (adj)
dissatisfied with (adj)
distinguish between (v)
divide between/among (v)
divide into/by (v)
donate sth to sb/sth (v)
do sth about (v)
doubtful about (adj)
dream about (v)
dream of (v) (= imagine)
dressed in (adj)

E

eager for (adj)
economise on (v)
efficient at (adj)
(put) effort into sth (n)
emphasis on (n)
engaged to sb/in sth (adj)
engagement to sb (n)
enthusiastic about (adj)
envious of (adj)

equal to (adj)
escape from/to (v)
example of (n)
excellent at (adj)
exception to (n) (make an

exception of sth/sb = treat
sth/sb as a special case – take
exception to sth = object to
sth)

exchange sth for sth else (v)
excited about (adj)
exclaim at (v)
excuse for (n)
excuse sb for (v)
exempt from (adj)
expel from (v)
experienced in/at (adj)
experiment on/with (v)

expert at/in (sth/doing sth) (n) 
(= person good at)

expert on (n) (= person
knowledgeable about a
subject)

expert with sth (n) (= good at
using sth)

F

face up to (phr v)
fail in an attempt (v)
fail to do sth (v)
failure in (an exam) (n)
failure to (do sth) (n)
faithful to (adj)
fall in (n)

familiar to sb (adj) (= known
to/by sb)

familiar with (adj) (= have
knowledge of)

famous for (adj)
fed up with (adj)
fill sth with sth else (v)

finish with (v)
fire at (v)
flee from (v)
fond of (adj)
forget about (v)
forgive sb for (v)
fortunate in (adj)

free from/of/for (adj)
friendly with/to (adj)
frightened of (adj)
full of (adj)
furious with sb about/at sth (adj)

G
generosity to/towards (n)
genius at (n)
glance at (v)

glare at (v)
good at (adj) (BUT He was very

good to me.)

grateful to sb for sth (adj)
grudge against (n)
guess at (v)

guilty of (adj) (BUT He felt guilty
about his crime.)

H

happen to (v)
happy about/with/for (adj)
harmful to (adj)
head for (v)

hear about (v) (= be told)
hear from (v) (= receive a letter)
hear of (v) (= learn that sth or sb

exists)

heir to (n)
hinder from (v)
hint to sb about sth (v) (BUT hint

at sth)

hope for (v)
hopeless at (adj)
(no) hope of (n)
hope to do sth (v)
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I

idea of (n)
identical to (adj)
ignorant of/about (adj)
ill with (adj)
impact on (n)
important to sb (adj)
impressed by/with (adj)
(make an) impression on sb (n)
improvement in/on (n)

incapable of (adj)
include in (v)
increase in (n)
independent of/from (adj)
indifferent to (adj)
indulge in (v)
inferior to (adj)
information about/on (n)
(be) informed about (adj)

inject sth into sb/sth (v)
inoculate against (v)
insist on (v)
instead of (prep)
insure against (v)
intelligent at (adj)
(have no) intention of (n)
intent on (adj)
interested in (adj)

interest in (n)
interfere with/in (v)
interpretation of (n)
invasion of (n)
invest in (v)
invitation to (n)
invite sb to (v)
involve in (v)
irritated by (adj)

J jealous of (adj) join in (v) joke about (v)

K keen on sth (adj)
keen to do sth (adj)

key to (n)
kind to (adj)

knock at/on (v)
know about/of (v)

knowledge of (n)

L

(be) lacking in sth (adj)
lack of (n)
laugh at (v)
lead to (v)

lean on/against (v)
learn about/by (v)
leave for (v) (= head for)
lend sth to sb (v)

listen to (v)
live on (v)
long for (v)
look at (v)

look for (v) (= search for)

M married to (adj)
marvel at (v)

mean to (adj)
mention to (v)

mistake sb for (v)
mix with (v)

N
name after (v)
necessary for (adj)
need for (n)

neglect of (n)
nervous about (adj)
new to (adj)

nice to (adj)
nominate sb (for/as sth) (v)
(take) (no) notice of (n)

notorious for doing sth (adj)

O
obedient to (adj)
objection to (n)
object to (v)

obliged to sb for sth (adj)
obsessed with (adj)
obvious to (adj)

occur to (v)
(take) offence at (n)
operate on (v)

opinion of/on (n)
opposite of/to (n)
optimistic about sth (adj)

P

packed with (adj)
part with (v)
patient with (adj)
pay by (cheque) (v)
pay for (v) (BUT pay a bill)
pay in (cash) (v)
peculiar to (adj)
persist in (v) (BUT insist on)
(take a) photograph of (n)
picture of (n)

pity for (n)
(take) pity on sb (exp)
pleasant to (adj)
pleased with (adj)
(take) pleasure in (n)
(have the) pleasure of (n)
point at/to/towards (v)
(im)polite to (adj)
popular with (adj)
praise sb for (v)

pray for sb/sth (v)
(have a) preference for (n)
prefer sth to sth else (v)
prepare for (v)
present sb with (v)
prevent sb/sth from (v)
(take) pride in (n)
pride oneself on sth/on doing sth

(v)
profit from (v)

prohibit sb from doing sth (v)
prone to (adj)
protect against/from (v)
protection against/from (n)
protest about/against (v)
proud of (adj)
provide sb with (v)
provide sth for sb (v)
punish sb for (v)
puzzled about/by (adj)

Q
qualified for (adj)
qualify as/in (v)

quarrel about sth/with sb (v/n)
quick at (adj)

quotation from (n)

R

rave about (v)
reaction to (n)
react to (v)
ready for (adj)
reason for (n)
reason with (v)
rebel against (v)
receive from (v)
(keep) a record of (n)
recover from (v)
reduction in (n)
(in/with) reference to (n)

refer to (v)
refrain from (v)
regard as (v)
regardless of (prep)
related to (adj)
relationship between (n) (BUT a

relationship with sb)
relevant to (adj)
rely on (v)
remind sb of/about (v)
remove from (v)
replace sth with sth else (v)

reply to (n/v)
report on (n/v)
reputation for/of (n)
research on/into (n)
respected for (adj)
respect for (n)
respond to (v)
responsibility for (n)
responsible for (adj)
result from/in (v) (= be the

consequence of)
result in (v) (= cause)

resulting from (adj)
result of (n)
rhyme with (v)
rich in (adj)
(get) rid of (phr)
rise in (n)
(make) room for (n)
roll across (v)
rude to (adj)

S

safe from (adj)
same as (adj)
satisfied with/by (adj)
save sb from (v)
save sth for sb (v)
scared of (adj)
search for (v/n)
(be in) search of (n)
sensible of sth (adj) (= aware of sth) 
sensitive to (adj)
sentence sb to (v)
separate from (v)
serious about (adj)
settle for/on (v)
share in/of sth (n)
shelter from (v)

shocked at/by (adj)
shoot at (v)
short of/on (adj)
shout at (v)
shy of (adj)
sick of (adj)
silly to do sth (adj) (BUT it was

silly of him)
similar to (adj)
skillful/skilled at (adj)
slam into (v)
slow in/about doing sth/to sth (adj)
smell of (n/v)
smile at (v)
solution to (n)
sorry about (adj) (= feel sorry for sb)

(BUT I’m sorry for doing sth)
speak to/with sb about (v)
specialise in (v)
specialist in (n)
spend money on sth (v)
spend time in/doing sth (v)
split into/in (v)
spy on (v)
stare at (v)
strain on (n)
stranded on/in/by (adj)
study for (v)
subject to (adj/v)
submit to (v) (BUT submit sth for

publication)
subscribe to (v)

succeed in (v)
suffer from (v)
sufficient for sth/sb (adj)
suitable for (adj)
superior to (adj)
sure of/about (adj)
surprised at/by (adj)
surrender to (v)
surrounded by (adj)
survive on (v)
suspect sb of (v)
suspicious of (adj)
sweep sb/sth away (v)
sympathetic to/towards (adj)
sympathise with (v)

T

take sth to sb/sth (v)
talent for sth (n)
talk to sb about sth (v)
(have) taste in (n)
taste of (v)
terrible at (adj)

terrified of (adj)
thankful for (adj)
thank sb for (v)
think about/of (v)
threaten sb with sth (v)
threat to sb/to sth/of sth (n)

throw at (v) (in order to hit)
throw to (v) (in order to catch)
tired of (adj) (= fed up with)
tire of (v)
translate from ... into (v)
tread on (v)

trip over (v)
trouble with (n)
turn into/to (v)
typical of (adj)

U
unaware of (adj)
understanding of (n)

uneasy about (adj)
upset about/over sth (adj)

used to (adj)
useful for/to (adj)

(make) use of (n)

V valid for (length of time) (adj)
valid in (places) (adj)

value sth at (v)
vote against/for (v)

vouch for (v)

W
wait for (v)
warn sb against/about/of (v)
waste (time/money) on (v)

weak in/at (adj)
wink at (v)
wonder about (v)

work as/in/at sth (v)
worry about (v)
worthy of (adj)

write about (v)
write to sb (v)
wrong about (adj)
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1 Fill in the correct preposition.

1 Children under 16 must be accompanied ............
an adult in the concert hall.

2 The dinner buffet consisted ............ several Thai
dishes. 

3 The protesters campaigned ............ the new tax
increases.

4 She was amazed ............ how calm she felt after
her accident.

5 Julie was anxious ............ her exam results.
6 Tim apologised ............ being late.
7 You need to apply ............ writing for this

position.
8 The police are appealing ............ the public for

help in finding the missing child.
9 He was arrested ............ assault.

10 We were astonished ............ the unexpected
news.

11 Mary had always been conscious ............ her
weight.

12 One advantage ............ living in a big city is
better public transportation.

2 Choose the correct preposition.

1 He boasted from/about being the best student
in the class.

2 He broke the vase but he is trying to put the
blame at/on me.

3 Many people have benefited with/from free
healthcare services.

4 The old man became careless for/about taking
his medication.

5 She is very clever in/at finding the best deals in
town.

6 The driver lost control and collided against/with
another car.

7 As a teenager, he found it hard to communicate
for/with his parents. 

8 He competed against/between two other
candidates for this job.

9 He complimented her on/in her cooking.
10 Sally can’t cope well at/with work stress.
11 Joe borrowed some money from/through his

co-worker.
12 Paul went to the hospital complaining on/of chest

pain.

3 Fill in the correct preposition.

1 There are laws prohibiting cruelty ............ animals.
2 He can always count ............ his parents for

financial support.
3 The witness gave the police a description ............

the robber.
4 She never forgave him ............ lying to her.
5 He’s an expert ............ Greek mythology.
6 She was fed up ............ his rude behaviour.
7 The students were excited ............ their school

trip.
8 William has a grudge ............ his former employer.
9 He disagreed ............ his partner about

investment issues.
10 The robber fled ............ the scene of the crime.
11 He was disqualified ............ the competition on

account of cheating.
12 The singer was grateful to his fans ............ all their

support.

4 Choose the correct preposition.

1 He concealed his illness from/for his friends.
2 Janet bought a sofa that coverts into/with a bed.
3 He had great difficulty at/in finding a job.
4 She was very frightened in/of being alone in the

house at night.
5 Sue constantly dreams over/about becoming a

famous ballerina.
6 She was very envious at/of her cousin’s success.
7 Please excuse me from/for missing the meeting

today.
8 As a hairdresser, Sue loves to experiment into/

with different hairstyles.
9 The bank robbers divided the stolen money

among/upon themselves.
10 Martha was delighted with/from her promotion

at work.
11 The children were very amused with/for the

clown’s performance.
12 She was disgusted by/on his offensive remarks.
13 Paul is determined to invent something that is

worthy of/to the Young Scientist Award.
14 I was pleasantly surprised towards/at the result

of the English test.
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5 Fill in the correct preposition.

1 I am deeply obliged ............ you for helping me
with my assignment.

2 If you wish to pay ............ cheque, you must
provide proof of identity.

3 The local newspaper raved ............ that new
Italian restaurant in town.

4 The medical centre keeps a record ............ all the
patients under their care.

5 They ducked into the shop to take shelter ............
the rain.

6 I will never be made to feel inferior .......... anyone.
7 My mother praised me ............ cooking a delicious

meal on her birthday.
8 I quarrelled ............ my sister yesterday about

who would do the cleaning.
9 Liam wasn’t watching where he was going, so

he ended up slamming ............ a wall!
10 Cathy is really nervous ............ the job interview

tomorrow.

6 Choose the correct preposition.

1 Peter is ignorant of/on foreign affairs; he never
reads the news.

2 Do you have any objections into/to this proposal?
3 Ian has a reputation for/in being generous.
4 Had I been informed about/on the party

beforehand, I would have attended.
5 I was shocked with/by Aaron’s disgusting

behaviour at the party.
6 My boss is sympathetic towards/about her

workers when they are sick.
7 Diane always acts as though she’s superior over/

to everyone else.
8 Even though most people voted for/against

raising tuition fees, the government deemed it
necessary to do so.

9 Jo made a good impression on/to her boss.
10 I am not satisfied about/with the service

provided by your company.
11 Please refrain against/from eating in class.
12 Julie is always protesting about/for some problem

at work.
13 We are short of/in staff this evening.
14 That charity shop profits on/from the sale of

recycled goods.

7 Fill in the correct preposition.

1 We marvelled ............ the beautiful sculpture.
2 It’s impossible to reason ............ Thomas when

he’s in a foul mood.
3 Do you have a preference ............ any particular

kind of food?
4 The enemy was forced to surrender ............ the

allied forces.
5 You should maintain a healthy lifestyle regardless

............ your age.
6 I often find myself wondering ............ life on

other planets.
7 Take pride ............ everything you do.
8 The criminal was notorious ............ bank robberies

and theft.
9 The journalist reported ............ the recent events

in Europe.
10 Sadie is identical ............ her twin sister.
11 The island is surrounded ............ water.
12 Jill is such a cold person; she’s indifferent ............

the suffering of others.
13 Gregory is a slow learner, but his teacher is very

patient ............ him.
14 I’m so sorry ............ what happened to you.
15 Dan is so rude; he has no respect ............ others.
16 I looked away as the nurse injected the vaccine

............ my arm.
17 I am highly suspicious ............ that man; he is

acting very strangely.
18 Rob’s superior vouches ............  his honesty.
19 Sylvia is a doctor who specialises ............

neurosurgery.
20 I take offence ............ what you just said.
21 Eleanor was punished ............ misbehaving.
22 Harry’s hard work resulted ............ him getting

a promotion.
23 You may go on the school trip subject ............

your parents approval.
24 While I do sympathise ............ you, there is little

I can do to help.
25 I have no intention ............ resigning from my job.
26 The study examined the relationship ............

global warming and climate change.
27 He often feels people are spying ............ him.
28 Nuts are rich ............ protein and fibre.
29 The film contains violent scenes that are not

suitable ............ children.
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1 It took Peter some time to get accustomed
.................. working the night shift.

2 Free textbooks will be available ..................
new students from next week.

3 Jenny is capable .................. passing the exam
as long as she does some proper revision.

4 Ryan was absent .................. school for a week
when he had the flu.

5 Shops blame the sharp decrease ..................
sales on the recent bad weather.

6 I apologise for the delay .................. processing
your application.

7 The climber failed .................. her attempt to
reach the summit of the mountain in record time.

8 Breakfast at the hotel is available free ..................
charge.

9 The man at the airport check-in desk glanced
.................. his computer screen and told us to
go to Gate 18.

10 Mr Cranston was found guilty ..................
stealing company funds and was ordered to
pay back í150,000.

11 Beth is always arguing .................. her sister
about unimportant things.

12 The Cycle to Work scheme had a positive impact
............... employees’ health and the environment.

13 Flights are included .................. the price of the
holiday.

14 We have to write a short story based ..................
something that actually happened to us.

15 Michelle’s car was involved .................. the
accident, but fortunately she wasn’t hurt.

16 Many people believe that money is the key
.................. happiness, but I disagree.

17 The mayor congratulated Simon ..................
winning the poetry competition.

18 Follow that path – it leads .................. the main
road and from there you can catch a bus to town.

19 I find it difficult to concentrate ..................
reading when there is a lot of noise.

20 Lisa has never studied Geology before. It’s all
completely new .................. her.

21 I’m worried about how Steve is going to react
.................. this news.

22 The storm resulted .................. the entire town
being left without power.

23 I want to take my red shoes, but I don’t have
room .................. them in my suitcase.

24 The stadium was packed .................. fans on
the night of the big game.

25 I bought Barry a book about aliens for his
birthday because he is very keen ..................
science fiction.

26 For our homework, we have to translate this
poem .................. French.

27 It’s so typical .................. Carl to be late!
28 Don’t spend all your money .................. clothes

– remember we’re going to the cinema later.
29 In the UK, it is .................. the law to park on a

pedestrian crossing.
30 I hadn’t seen Joanna for years and we were

both .................. a loss for something to say.
31 Don’t take it .................. granted that I’ll drive

you to school every day. Sometimes you might
have to catch the bus.

32 The judges think that he lost the race
.................. purpose.

33 I’m .................. the mood to do something
exciting this weekend. Shall we try zip-lining?

34 Daniel is very clever, but he doesn’t do well in
exams because he can’t work .................. pressure.

35 Inspector Harding is .................. duty right
now, but he’ll be back at work in the morning.

36 Our teacher places emphasis .................. the
importance of group work in the class.

37 The sports centre is adjacent .................. the
college, which is why so many students go
there after lessons finish.

38 The prisoner was confined .................. his cell
after trying to start a fight with another inmate.

39 Malaria is still a major cause .................. death
in underdeveloped countries.

40 Nicky longs .................. the day when she can
start taking driving lessons.

41 I’m sorry. It just didn’t occur .................. me to
invite him.

42 When you see Janet, be sure to comment
.................. the fact that she’s lost weight.

Fill in the correct preposition.
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